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Value % Change

SGX NIFTY 10,326.00 -0.54%

22,338.00 -1.41%

HANG SENG 25,212.00 -0.95%

Sensex 34,779.58 -1.09%

Nifty 10,453.05 -1.24%

Events Today DOW 25,379.45 -1.27%

NASDAQ 7,485.14 -2.06%

Result CAC 5,116.79 -0.55%

BEPL DAX 11,589.21 -1.07%

ISEC FTSE 7,026.99 -0.39%

SBILIFE EW ALL SHARE 18,031.30 -1.69%

ULTRACEMCO

Value % Change

1,231.30 0.10%

14.63 0.14%

79.47 0.23%

237.20 -2.35%

73.60 -0.18%

84.96 -0.19%

96.54 -0.01%

Morning Traded Market 

                          Nifty Intraday Chart                   Market

Market

Market Outlook

NIKKIE

Yesterday Closing Market

% Change in 1 day

On wednesday, Nifty opened in positive at 

10688 and made a high of 10710 and from 

there it made a low of 10436 and closed in 

negative at 10453 after losing -131.70 points.  

On Sectoral front FMCG and IT traded positive 

where as AUTO, PSU BANK ,PVT BANK,REALTY 

,FIN SERVICE,  MEDIA ,METALS and PHARMA 

closed in negative. On Volatility side India VIX 

gained by 3.54% to 17.98. 

Market witnessed erosion of long after few 

days of winning streak and faced resistance 

near 10705 level. Bearish engulfing pattern has 

occurred on daily chart after supertech default 

signalled that some more round of selling is 

left behind. As of now, nifty has to sustain 

above 10390 levels to avert any weakness. If 

this levels is breached then we will again see 

Nifty struggle to find a base around its 

previous lows and it can slip down till 10200 & 

10100 levels. While on upside, the levels of 

10500 & 10540 are likely to offer key 

resistance to the index in the coming periods.
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Quote of the Day  :  "Develop success from failures. Discouragement and failure are two of the surest stepping 

stones to success." 

CRUDEOIL

Commodity Price ( Yesterday Closing )

GOLD

NATURALGAS

Commodity/Currencies

SILVER

RS./DOLLAR

RS./EURO

% Change in 1 day

RS./POUND

Please refer to page no 6 for Bulk deals, 

Dividends, Bonus, Spilts, Buyback.

KEY LEVELS

Support 1 :10390
Support 2 : 10200

Resistance1:10500
Resistance 2 :10540

Investor Buy(Cr.) Sale(Cr.) Net(Cr.)

17-Oct-18 4681 4541 140 

Oct-18 61641 80456 (18815)

2018 1051404 1118061 (66657)

Investor Buy(Cr.) Sale(Cr.) Net(Cr.)

17-Oct-18 3548 3891 (343)

Oct-18 56299 39786 16513 

2018 781092 682637 98455 

Institutional Turnover

FII

DII
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HEROMOTOCO 17th October 2018

EBITDA margin continued to sustain over 15% despite rising commodity prices and heavy discounting practices in the industry. Price hikes and higher sales of

spare parts led to 3%YoY increase in realisation during the quarter. The management guided for 8-10%YoY volume growth for the ongoing festive season and

FY19 also. IRDA’s decision to make long-term personal accidental cover optional (earlier mandatory for 5 years) will stimulate the suppressed demand. The 125cc

scooter segment continued to grow faster than 110cc scooters so the company will launch one 125cc scooter by the first week of November. Rural growth

continues to outpace urban and Hero Motocorp will remain a larger beneficiary of demand shift towards entry-level motorcycles as fuel prices continue to be on

the higher side. Going ahead the growth will be supported by new launches, the recent increase in MSP coupled with margin improvement led by price hikes and

operating leverage benefit. Margin appears in control and current weakness in price provides a good entry opportunity. Hence we change our rating from

Neutral to Accumulate and retain our price target of Rs.3217 (15x FY20e EPS).

FEDERALBNK 17th October 2018

*For details, refer to our daily report- India Equity Analytics

Assets quality remained stable however exposure to IL&FS group, one EPC A/C under watchlist and Kerala flood impact remains hangover for next quarter.

Management believes Kerala flood would impact Rs 350 Cr on the book either through restructuring or NPA. However we remain cautious as uncertainty still lies

there. Management has increased the retail slippages guidance by Rs 50 Cr per quarter in FY19. Operating profitability remained muted due to lower NIM and

lower treasury performance. Momentum in advances growth has remained positive. NIM is expected to remain under pressure due to rise in cost of deposits.

We maintain our higher credit cost estimates for FY19 as we are apprehensive on assets quality going forward. Hence earnings for FY19 are expected to remain

under pressure. We largely maintain our PAT estimates for FY19 as well as for FY20. Stock is trading at discounting valuation. We value the stock at 0.55x P/BV

FY20e to arrive at target price of Rs 18. We maintain BUY.

AUBANK 16th October 2018

AU BANK is one of the fast growing SFBs; it has grown at a CAGR of 42% YoY over the last 2 years. It has scaled up its CASA deposits and replaced high cost

borrowings with lower cost deposits. Though strong underwriting and effective supervision has kept the asset quality in check, going ahead with strong growth in

wholesale segment, we are bit cautious on the asset quality front. Under penetrated markets, recent capital infusion, up-gradation in credit rating, diversification

into a new geography/new products and the capability to build robust & granular deposit base will drive growth for AUBANK. Factoring warrant issue in our

estimates our book value has increased. AUBANK is trading at premium valuation and considering liquidity issues in NBFCs space (13% exposure) and SME issues

we are NEUTRAL on the stock at 4.5x P/BV FY20e with target price of Rs 629.

Slippages from Kerala flood was in line with management guidance. The full year guidance of slippages and credit cost was intact and management expects to

exist with 1% RoA in 4Q FY19. NIM remained stable during the quarter but concern still remains on increasing cost of fund. Total stress assets were stable at 2%

QoQ. Fee income showed strong traction during the quarter and management expects the momentum to continue going ahead. C/I ratio also showed sign of

improvement and we expect downward movement in C/I ratio. Bank has been consistently delivering strong growth on loan book on the back of increase in

market share in corporate loan. Going forward we remain cautious on assets quality and NIM performance. We largely maintain our FY19 earnings estimates but

increases FY20 earnings estimates by 6% due to improving operational efficiency. We maintain BUY with the target price of Rs 93 at 1.25x P/BV FY20e.

SOUTHBANK 17th October 2018

We expect Infosys to post revenue growth between 6% to 8% in cc term in FY19(in the higher end of the guided range) led by continued momentum in digital

(now contributes ~31% of revenue), strong TCV wins($2bn wins in 2QFY19)and increasing demand across the major geographies & sectors like hi-tech, insurance,

healthcare .Financial service (major contributor in revenue) is expected to continue to grow driven by continued spending by US banks, new account opening

and expansion in existing account. Even retail is expected to post strong growth led by proactive presence in digital area and large deal wins. However 3QFY19 is

expected to see seasonality due lower working days and furlough.Post management commentary, we have reduced our EBIT margin from 24% to 23.7% for FY19

(in line with management guidance of 22% to 24%) as 2HFY19 to see higher investment in localization and increase in subcontract cost .Management expects to

moderate sub contract cost gradually in next few quarters.We expect Infosys to post 13%CAGR over FY18-FY20E and value the stock at Rs817 (20 xFY20eps) with

BUY rating.

INFY 17th October 2018

19th October 2018

Going forward, Petrochemicals which contribute 30% in total revenue is likely to grow in double digit led by the stabilization of ROGC units and higher realization

on the back of spurt in crude oil prices. In organized retail business (22% of overall revenue), Reliance is acquiring major merchandise brands and expanding its

network in major cities which is likely to improve its revenue in upcoming years. Considering robust growth in petrochemical segment and organized retail

business alongwith momentum in Jio, we continue to maintain positive view on Reliance. We expect Revenue and PAT to grow at 28% and 18% CAGR

respectively over FY18-20E.We value RELIANCE at 19x FY20e EPS and maintain our target price to Rs.1432 with BUY rating.

DCB BANK

Intensive competition in the mortgage space led the yield to fall significantly over a period of time. Hence despite the stable cost of fund, NIM is on declining

trend. However due to liquidity crunch, NBFC are under problem and hence management expect to pricing power to return for DCB bank in mortgage/SME

businesses. But cost of fund is expected to rise which will offset the yield benefit. We marginally increase our NIM estimates and will wait and watch for the

pricing power to return to DCB before any significant change in NIM expectations. Opex has been under control during the quarter and management maintains it

C/I ratio guidance for FY19. We slightly reduce opex growth also in our estimates. Advances growth is expected to remain healthy with stable assets quality. We

slightly increase our earnings estimates by 2% and 3% for FY19 and FY20 respectively. We value the stock at 1.5x P/BV FY20e to arrive at target price of Rs 169.

HOLD. 

RELIANCE 19th October 2018
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Management Concalls Update:

DELTA CORP 2QFY19 Concall Highlights
Mgt: Hardik Dhebar(CFO)

 The company is confident about the growth trajectory of its online gaming business.
 The drop in margin from online gaming was due to increased spending in marketing activities which company undertook to

promote Rummy and Fantasy due to new international competitors entering into the market.
 Fantasy (Gaming business) is showing good traction.
 The company is looking forward to add more number of games in its online gaming portfolio. (launched kabaddi, cricket,

football)
 Gross gaming revenue (GGR) grew by 20% in 2QFY19.
 Currently, stands at a capacity utilization of ~50-55% with occupancy level more at weekends between 10 pm to 4 am.

(Casino business)
 The per day visitation grew by 20% to 1100 people per day in 2QFY19 in Goa.
 Not taken any hike in Entry fees but is focusing more on the process of filtration wherein the genuine gamers will be given a

chance to play.
 The land policy from Goa government is delayed because of ill health of minister.
 The major payout includes Rs 50 Cr towards license fee, Rs 82 Cr towards the payout for the merger of Adda, Rs 32 Cr

towards dividend payment and Rs 30 Cr towards Advance tax.
 Sikkim currently generates a revenue of Rs 10 lacs a month and the company expects it to increase 3-4 times with the

development of tourism in Sikkim.(Sikkim airport became functional now and the revenue will be reflected in coming
quarters)

 Liquidity and availability will further increase the traffic in online gaming as the company online games enjoys availability of
gaming tables at any point of time.

 The management expects the margins to be in a range of 12%-13%.
 Expected Capex : Rs 5- 10 Cr in FY19.
 Experienced a weak quarter from hospitality wherein Daman experienced less traffic and traction due to renovation and

other repair activities that company undertook.

HEROMOTOCO Q2FY19 Concall Highlights:-
Management Participants:-
Niranjan Gupta – CFO
Sanjay Bhan – Head of Sales and Aftersales
Surinder Chabbra – VP, Corporate Finance
Umang Khurana – Head, Investor Relations

 The management maintains volume growth guidance at 8%-10% during festive season.
 The management has given long term sustainable EBITDA margins guidance of 14-16%.
 Rural market has been stronger than urban market. Going forward given the MSP scenario, the rural market will become

better.
 Other income increased as the company has made couple of assessment which got cleared up which includes interest on

deposit and interest on income tax.
 Exports grew by 26%YoY. Bangladesh and Central American cluster have shown good export growth. The company will

continue to scale up in market of exports.
 There has been increase in debtor days which is seasonal due to festive season demand.
 Price hike of Rs 600-700 has been done in October on ex-showroom basis. Further change in price hikes will depend on

commodity price situation.
 Tax rate to be same as last quarter as the impact of Haridwar fiscal expiry is already considered in the current rate.
 Spares Revenue for the quarter was Rs.713 crores.
 Financing is higher in urban regions in compared to rural. (60-65% in urban)
 Dealer inventory level is 4-6 weeks.
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Management Concalls Update:

Infosys Concall highlights for 2QFY19:
Management present in concall-
Salil Parekh (Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director)
Pravin Rao (Chief Operating Officer)
M.D. Ranganath (Chief Financial Officer)

 Margin in 2QFY19:Margin in the quarter was 23.7% same as 1QFY19 led by benefit of net  cross currency(80 bps) , 
improvement in operational efficiency like higher pricing and lower onsite offshore mix(70bps) however these 150 bps 
benefit was offset by compensation and higher variable Pay(100bps),further increase in subcontract cost and onsite 
localization impact the margin by50bps.

 Digital grew 13.5% QoQ in cc term and now contributes 31% of the revenue led by continued demand in cloud, IoT, cyber 
and data and analytics.

 12 large deal wins was seen during the quarter with total contract value of $2.03 bn(highest in last few quarter). Out of 12 
wins, 7 came from North America, 4 from Europe and 1 from Row.

 Attrition decline marginally from 20.3% to 19.9% in 2QFY19.The management expect that with specific it will to put it down 
in next few quarters.

 Volume for the quarter grew by 2.8%QoQ and realization improved by 0.9% in cc term
 Vertical performance:
 Financial service showed a strong growth of 5.8%QoQ in CC led by bottom out of client specific issue, growth in top account 

and increase in spending. With continued spending by US banks, new account opening and expansion in existing account, 
momentum is expected to continue in FY19 however in near term is expected to be impacted by seasonality.

 Insurance: Continued to deliver strong performance led by strong deal pipeline.
 Retail : Strong momentum is expected in retail segment  mainly driven by proactive presence in digital area and  large deal 

contracts. 
 Communication: The management expects FY19 to see strong growth in near term due to recent deal wins however 3QFY19 

will see some softness due to transition.
 Energy : Strong position in Europe and acquisition in Fluido to drive growth in this segment.
 Guidance maintained: Revenues are expected to grow 6%-8% in constant currency and it doesn’t consider revenue from the 

announced acquisition. Operating margin is expected to remain in the guided range of 22% to 24% as the management 
continues to invest in localization (sharper investment trajectory to be seen in 2HFY19).

ZEEMEDIA 2Q FY19 Concall Highlights:
Management on Call : Mr. Ashok Venkatramani – MD, Mr. Sumit Kapoor - CFO

 Acquisition of Radio business from Reliance Broadcast is called off for now as clearance from Home Ministry is still pending & 
it took longer than normal to complete the deal.

 Management is targeting 25-30% revenue CAGR over the next 3 years.
 Ad revenue grew by 34.5% YoY in Q2FY19 with 29% & 44% growth in national & regional channels respectively. Industry 

grew at 14.5% as against Zee's 34.5% growth in H1FY19.
 Company has received 4 new licenses for setting up channels in Bengali & Southern markets. However, management is not 

planning to add any new channels in the medium term.
 Company is EBITDA positive in all but 3 of its channels. These 3 channels having been launched in FY18 will achieve EBITDA 

breakeven over FY19 & FY20. WION will take 3-4 years to achieve breakeven as it expands its global presence in newer 
countries.

 Management has guided for 22-25% EBITDA margins in FY19. After which, margins can expand beyond 25%. 
 Average ticket size for any event has gone up from 20 lacs in FY17 to 40-45 lacs currently. An international event is due to be 

conducted in Mauritius in November 2018.
 Zee News has seen more than 25% increase in earning rates YoY. Also, some regional channels have seen more than 50% 

increase in earning rates YoY.
 Ad inventory utilization has also improved from sub 50% levels to over 65% currently.
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TOP NEWS

Reliance Industries to acquire 51.3 percent stake in Hathway Cable for Rs 2,940 crore and 66 percent stake in Den 
Networks for Rs 2,290. It will also make an open offer to existing public shareholders of the companies.
Videocon Industries: IDBI Bank has withdrawn nomination of Sanjiv Kumar Sachdev from the board of directors with 
effect from Sept. 17.

Yes Bank received a reaffirmation order from RBI a successor to Rana Kapoor, MD and CEO of the bank should be 
appointed by Feb. 1, 2019. The Bank’s appointed selection committee is targeting to complete the recruitment process 
latest by mid-December this year.

NTPC is said to plan buying stressed power assets, according to a Bloomberg report.

Arcelor Mittal to pay $1 billion to creditors of Uttam Galva and KSS Petron to make its offer for Essar Steel eligible for 
consideration by Essar’s creditors committee. This council of creditors has 8 weeks to accept the offer, Bloomberg 
reported.

State Bank of India to consider raising of equity capital on Oct. 22.

Inox Leisure clarified that no negotiation has taken place between the company and Cinepolis India.

APL Apollo Tubes’ wholly owned subsidiary to acquire promoters shares and warrants of Apollo Tricoat Tubes at Rs 120 
per share, discount of 11 percent to the current market price. The total acquisition would cost APL Apollo close to Rs 96 
crore. Company would also make open offer to the public shareholders of Apollo Tricoat.

Fortis Healthcare And Religare Enterprises: SEBI directs Malvinder, Shivinder Singh, Religare Finvest Ltd. and seven others 
to repay Rs 403 crore to Fortis Healthcare Ltd. in three months. These 10 entities prevented from disposing off assets. 
Singh brothers not to associate themselves with affairs of the company.

Cadila Healthcare: Zydus receives tentative approval from the U.S. FDA for Colchicine Tablets. It will be manufactured at 
the group’s formulations manufacturing facility at SEZ, Ahmedabad. This medication is used to prevent or treat attacks of 
gout.

Tata Sons Ltd., the parent of Tata Group, is mulling acquiring stake in crisis-hit Jet Airways (India) Ltd., sources told PTI.



EXCHANGE Date SECURITY NAME DEAL TYPE QUANTITY PRICE

BSE 17-Oct-18 ACKNIT PREMAL PIYUSH SONI HUF S 9079 171

BSE 17-Oct-18 ACKNIT PREMAL PIYUSH SONI HUF B 19029 169

BSE 17-Oct-18 ACKNIT JYOTI DESHMUKH S 32751 169

BSE 17-Oct-18 ACKNIT JYOTI DESHMUKH B 31752 171

BSE 17-Oct-18 AKI NEWEDGE VINIMAY PRIVATE LIMITED S 130000 11

BSE 17-Oct-18 AKI NEWEDGE VINIMAY PRIVATE LIMITED B 130000 11

BSE 17-Oct-18 AKI NNM SECURITIES PVT LTD B 150000 11

BSE 17-Oct-18 AKI JHAVERI TRADING AND INVESTMENT PVT LTD S 400000 11

BSE 17-Oct-18 AKI GRACEUNITED REAL ESTATE PRIVATE LIMITED B 120000 11

BSE 17-Oct-18 ASHARI VIRPAL SINGH S 55000 32

BSE 17-Oct-18 COSBOARD RATTAN CHAND S 35000 18

BSE 17-Oct-18 COSBOARD RATTAN CHAND B 35000 17.1

BSE 17-Oct-18 COSBOARD KUSH BANSAL S 35000 17.1

BSE 17-Oct-18 COSBOARD KUSH BANSAL B 35800 18.35

BSE 17-Oct-18 DARJEELING MEHUL HASMUKH SHAH B 24669 69.67

BSE 17-Oct-18 DARJEELING MEET MUKESHKUMAR DOSHI S 22400 69.7

BSE 17-Oct-18 JSHL VIVEKANAND NARAINDAS GANGARAMANI S 35000 4.5

BSE 17-Oct-18 LAOPALA ABG CAPITAL S 819603 225

BSE 17-Oct-18 LAOPALA DSP BLACKROCK MUTUAL FUND B 2271695 225

BSE 17-Oct-18 LAOPALA LTR FOCUS FUND S 604181 225

BSE 17-Oct-18 LAOPALA STEADVIEW CAPITAL MAURITIUS LIMITED S 3437911 225

BSE 17-Oct-18 LAOPALA UTI MUTUAL FUND B 1550000 225

BSE 17-Oct-18 OCTAWARE ARYAMAN BROKING LIMITED B 24000 104.9

BSE 17-Oct-18 PRERINFRA VARSHA SHAH S 5619 17.46

BSE 17-Oct-18 PRERINFRA VARSHA SHAH B 100619 18.45

BSE 17-Oct-18 PRERINFRA MITTAL MUKESHKUMAR SHAH S 90000 18.42

BSE 17-Oct-18 RELICAB AMAR MUKESHBHAI SHAH B 60000 27.9

BSE 17-Oct-18 RELICAB SAJANKUMAR RAMESHWARLAL BAJAJ S 156000 27.9

BSE 17-Oct-18 RELICAB SHAH MUKESHKUMAR BABULAL B 96000 27.9

BSE 17-Oct-18 RIBATEX AVTAR INSTALMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED S 33500 84.44

BSE 17-Oct-18 RIBATEX AVTAR INSTALMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED B 55000 85.45

BSE 17-Oct-18 RIBATEX GANESH KUMAR DUBEY S 55000 85.5

BSE 17-Oct-18 SCBL VISHNU BANWARILAL SHARMA S 68890 11.88

BSE 17-Oct-18 SCBL VISHNU BANWARILAL SHARMA B 68489 11.64

BSE 17-Oct-18 SEASONST KUSH BANSAL S 111700 9.21

BSE 17-Oct-18 SEASONST KUSH BANSAL B 98000 10.3

BSE 17-Oct-18 SEASONST RATTAN CHAND S 97100 10.29

BSE 17-Oct-18 SEASONST RATTAN CHAND B 97100 9.21

BSE 17-Oct-18 SHAILJA AKSHAR INVESTMENT S 27264 20.8

BSE 17-Oct-18 SHAILJA KUBER EQUITY SERVICES LLP S 1782 20.8

BSE 17-Oct-18 SHAILJA KUBER EQUITY SERVICES LLP B 21750 20.75

BSE 17-Oct-18 SHAILJA SWAMINATHAN KRISHNAN B 17242 20.7

BSE 17-Oct-18 SHUBHAM SANJAY KUMAR SINGHAL S 36000 43.9

BSE 17-Oct-18 SHUBHAM TRUST FINSTOCK PVT LTD S 45000 43.41

BSE 17-Oct-18 SHUBHAM A SHAH VISMAY B 102000 43.66

BSE 17-Oct-18 SHUBHAM AFPL TRADELINK LLP B 30000 43.7

BSE 17-Oct-18 SHUBHAM PATEL BHAGVATPRASAD MANIL AL (HUF) S 45000 43.7

BSE 17-Oct-18 SHUBHAM INDRESH WAGHJIBHAI SHAH B 33000 43.5

BSE 17-Oct-18 SHYMINV AKI INDIA LIMITED B 114000 34.99

BSE 17-Oct-18 SKYGOLD NOPEA CAPITAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED B 45600 183.4

BSE 17-Oct-18 SKYGOLD MUKESH BABULAL SHAH S 56000 183.4

EXCHANGE SECURITY CODE SECURITY NAME EX- DATE

BSE 540750 IEX 19-Oct-18 Stock Split From Rs.10/- to Rs.1/-
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BULK DEAL

CLIENT NAME

STOCK SPLIT
PURPOSE RECORD DATE

22-Oct-18
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F&O  OPEN  INTEREST ( Number of Contracts )

Long Position Short Position 

MARKET MOVERS (1 MONTH CHANGE)

Nifty Movers NSE Sectoral Indices Performance



Date Date

15-Oct-18 17-Oct-18
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BSE Code Company Name BSE Code Company Name

533029

532848

535789

532187

MTEDUCARE

NETWORK18

PITTIENG

RIIL

SOUTHBANK

TRIDENT

TV18BRDCST

500182

534312

532798

513519

523445

532218

521064

532800

533287

532794

500092

500469

532974

500209

532209

532756

531431

540776

500410



Country Monday 15th October 18 Tuesday 16th October 18 Wednesday 17th October 18 Thursday 18th October 18 Friday 19th October 18

US

 Core Retail Sales (MoM) 

(Sep) , Core Retail Sales 

(MoM) (Sep) ,NY Empire State 

Manufacturing Index (Oct), 

Business Inventories (MoM) 

(Aug),Federal Budget Balance

 Industrial Production 

(MoM) (Sep),JOLTs Job 

Openings (Aug), API Weekly 

Crude Oil Stock

Building Permits (Sep), Crude Oil 

Inventories, FOMC Meeting Minutes

 Initial Jobless Claims, 

Philadelphia Fed Manufacturing 

Index (Oct),Philly Fed 

Employment (Oct)

Existing Home Sales (Sep), U.S. 

Baker Hughes Oil Rig Count

UK/EURO ZONE

 Average Earnings Index 

+Bonus (Aug), Claimant 

Count Change (Sep), 

Unemployment Rate (Aug), 

Trade Balance (Aug)

 CPI (YoY) (Sep),CPI (MoM) (Sep), 

PPI Input (MoM) (Sep)

 EU Leaders Summit , Retail Sales 

(MoM) (Sep)
 BoE Gov Carney Speaks 

INDIA  WPI Inflation (YoY) (Sep) Holiday-Dasara

Economic Calendar 
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